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This shows a Species (actually, genus) Sensi7vity Distribu7on
(SSD) for the speciﬁc growth rates (SGR) of various freshwater
aqua7c plants when exposed to atrazine. Red: angiospermae,
green: chlorophyta; blue: cyanobacteria; gold: chromalveolata.
Error bars denote range of results within each genus.
SSDs are an important and eﬀec7ve tool in aqua7c risk
assessments for describing the degree to which an assemblage of
taxa are impacted by a par7cular concentra7on of a toxicant.
However, SSDs have limita7ons regarding the informa7on they
provide regarding this degree of impact. For any concentra7on,
the SSD represents only one level of eﬀect on one taxon – no
informa7on is provided on (a) how much this concentra7on
aﬀects other taxa or (b) whether changing this concentra7on will
have a small or large eﬀect on this taxon.
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Another uncertainty in most aqua7c risk assessments is the
inﬂuence of exposure dura7on and variability. For atrazine, these
plots illustrate how variable ﬁeld exposures can be, and how
much these exposures diﬀer from those typical in ecotoxicological
experiments.
Such variability and diﬀerences add to the limita7ons of SSDs,
which do not address the eﬀect of exposure 7me series, and, in
fact, oQen include endpoints with diﬀerent exposure 7me series
(However, the SSD on the previous slide does provide a consistent
measure regarding 7me – the instantaneous SGR).
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So how can more informa7on be provided about the impact of a
toxic exposure on an assemblage of taxa?
Star7ng with this same SSD, it should ﬁrst be considered where
these EC50s came from and what informa7on was originally
available on other levels of eﬀect.
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The EC50s in the SSD are derived from concentra7on‐response
rela7onships for each taxon – i.e., the curves shown here.
The SSD represents a horizontal slice from this collec7on of
curves – i.e., the EC50 for each curve. In so doing, ALL the other
informa7on on concentra7on‐response is lost, leading to the SSD
informa7on limita7ons discussed earlier.
For example, the SSD could have exactly the same EC50s, but
markedly diﬀerent underlying curves. No informa7on is available
for whether devia7ng a certain amount from any EC50 on the SSD
results in a small or large change on the eﬀects on the taxon
represented by that EC50. And at the EC50 for one taxon, no
informa7on is provided regarding how much other taxa are
aﬀected.
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But what about taking ver7cal slices through these curves?
The bo]om curve represents the average toxic eﬀect across the
en7re assemblage of taxa at each concentra7on, and is termed
here the Plant Assemblage Toxicity Index, or PATI.
Each point on this PATI rela7onship uses informa7on on all levels
of eﬀects for all taxa. Admi]edly, it does not address how eﬀects
vary across the taxa, but for a one‐dimensional rela7onship it
provides more informa7on than the SSD on the overall toxic
impact on this assemblage of taxa.
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PATI is a simple modiﬁca7on of the SSD concept, and in fact
produces curves similar to the SSD for EC50s. It simply changes
the meaning of the impact of each concentra7on from an EC50
percen7le to perhaps an even more clear impact – the average
reduc7on in growth rate across the assemblage of plant taxa.
It also provides a index that is readily adapted to the issue of 7me
varying concentra7on. By using SGR as the measure of impact
like the SGR, an instantaneous PATI value can be obtained from
the rela7onship on the previous slide and simply added
(integrated) across any exposure 7me series. This produces a
measure of cumula7ve impact of %‐days analogous to degree‐
days used to measure impact of weather on hea7ng/cooling.
Such a measure of cumula7ve impact assumes that 10% eﬀect for
ten days is equally severe to 20% for ﬁve days, etc., at least as a
useful measure of rela7ve impact.
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This accumula7on of instantaneous PATI values obviously cannot
be con7nued indeﬁnitely, but rather is limited to an “assessment
period”. To some degree this is a risk management decision
regarding over what period cumula7ve eﬀects are of concern.
This plot contrasts a 14 day and 60 day assessment period. For
the top plot, the cumula7ve PATI values would be iden7cal,
because the shorter period captures all signiﬁcant exposure. But
for the other two plots, the shorter period captures only the most
intense event, and would assume that the remaining exposures
are of negligible concern.
For the above exposures, the 60‐day cumula7ve PATI values are
90, 330, and 150 %‐days, respec7vely. These could direclty form
the basis for risk management decisions about acceptable levels
of eﬀect (e.g., the 330 is equivalent to suppressing assemblage
growth by about 50% for a full week – is this acceptable??).
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However, the cumula7ve PATI index can also serve as a basis for
interpre7ng and applying eﬀects seen in experimental
ecosystems to ﬁeld exposures (or eﬀects in certain ﬁeld
exposures to others). In this way, this index simply is used as a
rela7ve measure of the toxic intensity of diﬀerent exposures and
has no absolute signiﬁcance independent of such system data.
This is a plot of various experimental ecosystems showing the
appearance of adverse eﬀects (red) to li]le or no eﬀect (green) as
a func7on of atrazine concentra7on and test dura7on. Clearly,
there is variability in these systems and an important decision is
what studies are considered to be relevant to ﬁeld situa7ons.
This plot also shows the consequence of using too short an
assessment period when using such data – the 14 day period
would under‐represent both the exposures that can occur
without eﬀects and those that are needed to elicit eﬀects.
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PATI can be used to interpret/apply these data by ﬁrst calcula7ng
the cumula7ve PATI value for each experiment ecosystem
exposure.
These values can be used in a binary plot that contrasts the index
values that result in eﬀects or no eﬀects. This plot is analogous to
a toxicity test for a binary endpoint, and can be similarly analyzed
by binary concentra7on‐response analysis, as shown by the curve
here. Such analysis provides an assessment of the probability
that an adverse eﬀect would be observed from exposures for
systems similar to those selected for this dataset.
This response line can then be used as a measure of risk for
diﬀerent cumula7ve PATI values, or, as shown above, to select a
level of concern for the PATI value corresponding to a selected
probability level.
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Cumula7ve PATI can then be applied simply by calcula7ng its
value for any exposure of interest, and comparing that value to
the LOC or to the risk rela7onship.
To illustrate the general magnitude of atrazine exposure allowed
by the PATI‐LOC in the previous slide, this plot shows the allowed
concentra7on at various dura7ons when exposure is constant.
Although not a realis7c exposure, this illustrates that short
exposures could be as high as 100 ug/L, while prolonged
exposures could average just several ug/L.
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This plot illustrates applica7on to the actual ﬁeld exposures
already shown. As indicated earlier, the cumula7ve PATI values
for these exposures are approximately 90, 330, and 150 %‐days
respec7vely. The CEF term here stands for Concentra7on
Exceedence Factor, which is the factor by which exposures would
need to be reduced so that PATI is at its LOC of 140. The top plot
is below the LOC, the middle is substan7ally above, and the
bo]om is very near the LOC.
This plot also illustrates how uncertain7es can be applied to the
assessment. The limits here only reﬂect uncertain7es arising
from using diﬀerent toxicity data in the formula7on of PATI, which
has li]le impact on risk characteriza7ons.
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Up to this point, the viewpoint of this presenta7on was to start
with how to improve SSDs using an assemblage toxicity index,
using experimental ecosystems as a means to be]er describe the
signiﬁcance of ATI, but not using the experimental ecosystem
data as the star7ng point.
This slide presents another point of view that might help
understanding of the process. It starts with an experimental
ecosystem in which atrazine eﬀects have been well characterized,
but which need to be extrapolated to a natural system with a
markedly diﬀerent exposure. PATI serves as the extrapola7on
tool by providing an index of the rela7ve toxic impact of both
exposures.
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There are a variety of uncertain7es in this process. For a large set
of ﬁeld exposures, this illustrates the sensi7vity of an eﬀects‐
based risk ra7o (EEF=the ra7o of the cumula7ve PATI value for an
exposure to the PATI‐LOC) when diﬀerent toxicity test sets are
used to deﬁne PATI.
Surprisingly, although the PATI values vary greatly among these
toxicity data sets, there is li]le eﬀect on risk ra7os. This is
because PATI is calibrated to the experimental ecosystem data, so
that the toxicity data is important only to rela7ve, not absolute,
eﬀects characteriza7ons. For example, if PATI used toxicity data
that was more sensi7ve than average, it results in (a) higher index
values for both the experimental ecosystem exposures, (b) a
consequently higher PATI‐LOC, and (c) higher index values for the
ﬁeld exposures that are compared to this LOC, thus resul7ng in
li]le impact on risk ra7os.
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This plot shows the sensi7vity of the EEF to assessment period.
There is li]le eﬀect of varying this period from 60 to 120 days,
because all of these periods are long enough to capture the bulk
of the seasonal exposure and the experimental ecosystem data.
EEFs are somewhat lower for 30 days, because this assumes that
a large por7on of the ﬁeld exposures can be ignored.
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